Mildrew Hall Cellars, 1993
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Meldrew Estate Hole in Wall of Cellars South (Mouse Maze), 1993
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Meldrew Estate Grounds: Hedge Maze 1993
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Meldrew Estate Grounds, 1808
Curses by Graham Nelson

The Unreal City (Paris, France), 1922

- On board the Phlebas (9)
- Shadowy Hallway (poster)
  - Bohemian (14) (15)
  - (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (26) (32) (38)
  - (44) (50)
- Unreal City
- Near Ring Road
  - Chatelet-les-Halles

Hamburg, Germany, 1988

- Revolving Door
- Coven Cell (shepherd’s crook, goat)
  - Hall of Exhibits (16) (22) (28) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37)
  - (41) (47) (53)
  - Tarot box
- Museum Foyer (publicity poster)
  - Turned back by visions
- Cabinet Room (cabinet)
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**Dreaming: Premonition**
- Camp Fire (10)
  - Shrine of the Bear
  - The General's Tent
    - Near Dolmen (To Servant's Room)

**Dreaming: Melancholy Dream**
- Solid Sand
- Octagonal Tomb (11)

**UNKNOWN**
- Inside the Orb

**Tarot Box**
- Aboard Ship
  - End Game: Fall to death
  - Prow of the Lady Magdalena
  - green branch
- Ruined Castle Cafe
  - Cups and Glasses mounted whisky bottle
  - U D
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Greece (in the Tarot box)

- Lighthouse
- Greek Frieze
- Cliffs
- Sea Shore
- Wall of Thorns
- Sacred Earth
- Northwest Cross
- West Cloister
- South West Cross
- Temple of Zeus
- Cross Centre
- Inner Sanctum
- East Cloister
- Southeast Cross
- Oubliette
- Outside Taverna
- Eraina Taverna
- Ubin's Taverna
- Fig
- Desert
- Amber Gem
- Altar Stone
- Bronze Urn
- Inscribed Stone
- Temple of Zeus
- Copper Coin
- Sacred Earth
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Valley Prospect, Sixth Century AD
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